
Table 1: “ ’s” Contractions and Possessive Forms in the Era Serial and Four Editions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin

National Era Jewett First Jewett “Million” Jewett Illus. Houghton Osgood New Edition
Cont. & Poss. Cont. Poss. Cont. Poss. Cont. & Poss. Cont. Poss.

anybody’s (3)1 anybody ’s (1) anybody’s (2) anybody ’s (1) anybody’s (2) any body’s (3) anybody ’s (1) anybody’s (2)
child’s (19) child ’s (1) child’s (18) child ’s (1) child’s (18) child’s (19) child ’s (1) child’s (18)
Clare’s (21) Clare ’s (2) Clare’s (19) Clare ’s (2) Clare’s (19) Clare’s (21) Clare ’s (2) Clare’s (19)
crittur’s (4)2 crittur ’s (2) crittur’s (2) crittur ’s (2) crittur’s (2) critter’s (4) crittur ’s (2) crittur’s (2)
devil’s (3)3 devil ’s (2) devil’s (1) devil ’s (2) devil’s (1) devil’s (3) devil ’s (2) devil’s (1)
Dinah’s (4) Dinah ’s (1) Dinah’s (3) Dinah ’s (1) Dinah’s (3) Dinah’s (4) Dinah ’s (1) Dinah’s (3)
Eva’s (37) Eva ’s (3) Eva’s (34) Eva ’s (2)4 Eva’s (35) Eva’s (36) Eva ’s (3) Eva’s (33)
gal’s (8) gal ’s (6) gal’s (2) gal ’s (6) gal’s (2) gal’s (8) gal ’s (6) gal’s (2)
Haley’s (17) Haley ’s (2) Haley’s (15) Haley ’s (2) Haley’s (15) Haley’s (17) Haley ’s (2) Haley’s (15)
heart’s (11) heart ’s (3) heart’s (9) heart ’s (3) heart’s (8) heart’s (11) heart ’s (3) heart’s (9)
Eliza’s (25)5 Eliza ’s (2) Eliza’s (23) Eliza ’s (2) Eliza’s (22) Eliza’s (25) Eliza ’s (2) Eliza’s (23)
Lord’s (17)6 Lord ’s (3) Lord’s (14) Lord ’s (4) Lord’s (14) Lord’s (18) Lord ’s (4) Lord’s (14)
mammy’s (3) mammy ’s (1) Mammy’s (2) mammy ’s (1) Mammy’s (2) M/mammy’s (3) mammy ’s (1) Mammy’s (2)
man’s (24) man ’s (3) man’s (22) man ’s (2)7 man’s (22) man’s (25) man ’s (3) man’s (22)
mass’r’s (14)8 Mas’r ’s (3) Mas’r’s (11) Mas’r ’s (3) Mas’r’s (11) mas’r ’s (14) Mas ’r’s (3) Mas’r’s (11)
nigger’s (3) nigger ’s (2) nigger’s (1) nigger ’s (2) nigger’s (1) nigger’s (2)9 nigger ’s (2) nigger’s (1)
Tom’s (74) Tom ’s (5) Tom’s (69) Tom ’s (4)10 Tom’s (70) Tom’s (74) Tom ’s (5) Tom’s (69)

1Spellings in this chart reflect predominant spelling in that text.
2Spelling in this horizontal row as “critter” or “crittur” reflects predominant spelling for that edition in instances with possession or a contraction. The Era has 6 instances of “critter”

and 30 of “crittur.” The Jewett First edition and the “Million” edition have 12 instances of “critter” and 24 of “crittur.” The Jewett Illustrated edition has 34 instances of “critter” and 2 of
“crittur.” The 1879 New Edition has 2 instances of “critter” and 34 of “crittur.”

3The word “Devil” is capitalized once in the Era.
4“Miss Eva’s gwine,” with no thin space before the apostrophe, in the “Million” edition, is an error.
5All forms of the name used with possession or as a contraction are counted, including, Eliza, Elizy (Era only), Lizy, and Lizzy. Cassy’s name for her daughter is excluded as it does not

occur with possession or a contraction.
6The single lower-case reference to “liege lord’s intention” is included.
7Chloe’s phrase “man’s coming home,” with no thin space before the apostrophe, in the “Million” edition, is an error.
8The Era dialect spellings of “Master,” which occur with possession or contractions, include “mass’r’s” (most common), “massr’s,” “massa’s,” and “mass’rs.” When used as an honorific

title for a slaveholder, it is not capitalized in the serial. The form “mass’rs,” though it function as a possessive in the Era and is counted, is reprinted only in chapter 10 of book editions and
only as a plural, never as a possessive or a contraction. In the Jewett first edition, “Million” edition, and 1879 New Edition, the form “Mas’r” predominates. The 1853 Illustrated edition
retains the Jewett first edition spelling “Mas’r” but has, like the Era, a lower-case first letter, that is, “mas’r.”

9The Jewett Illustrated edition has a variant with plural possession, which is excluded from the count.
10“Tom’s got some,” with no thin space before the apostrophe, in the “Million” edition, is an error.
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